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FIGURE 11-4b. Single copper wire in free air.
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FIGURE 11-6. Altitude derating curve.
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	CHAPTER 11.  AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
	SECTION 1.  INSPECTION AND CARE OF ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
	
	G

	GENERAL.  The term “electrical system” as used in this AC means those parts of the aircraft that generate, distribute, and use electrical energy, including their support and attachments.  The satisfactory performance of an aircraft is dependent upon the
	INSPECTION AND OPERATION CHECKS.  Inspect equipment, electrical assemblies, and wiring installations for damage, general condition, and proper functioning to ensure the continued satisfactory operation of the electrical system.  Adjust, repair, overhaul,
	Damaged, discolored, or overheated equipment, connections, wiring, and installations.
	Excessive heat or discoloration at high current carrying connections.
	Misalignment of electrically driven equipment.
	Poor electrical bonding (broken, disconnected or corroded bonding strap) and grounding, including evidence of corrosion.
	Dirty equipment and connections.
	Improper, broken, inadequately supported wiring and conduit, loose connections of terminals, and loose ferrules.
	Poor mechanical or cold solder joints.
	Condition of circuit breaker and fuses.
	Insufficient clearance between exposed current carrying parts and ground or poor insulation of exposed terminals.
	Broken or missing safety wire, broken bundle lacing, cotter pins, etc.
	Operational check of electrically operated equipment such as motors, inverters, generators, batteries, lights, protective devices, etc.
	Ensure that ventilation and cooling air passages are clear and unobstructed.
	Voltage check of electrical system with portable precision voltmeter.
	Condition of electric lamps.
	Missing safety shields on exposed high-voltage terminals (i.e.,€115/200V€ac).

	FUNCTIONAL€CHECK€OF STAND-BY OR EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT.  An aircraft should have functional tests performed at regular intervals as prescribed by the manufacturer.  The inspections or functional check periods should be clearly stated in the aircraft mainten
	CLEANING AND PRESERVATION.  Annual cleaning of electrical equipment to remove dust, dirt, and grime is recommended.  Suitable solvents or fine abrasives that will not score the surface or remove the plating may be used to clean the terminals and mating s
	BATTERY€ELECTROLYTE CORROSION.  Corrosion found on or near lead-acid batteries can be removed mechanically with a stiff bristle brush and then chemically neutralized with a 10€percent sodium bicarbonate and water solution.  For Nickel Cadmium (NiCad) bat
	ADJUSTMENT AND REPAIR.  Accomplish adjustments to items of equipment such as regulators, alternators, generators, contactors, control devices, inverters, and relays at a location outside the aircraft, and on a test stand or test bench where all necessary
	INSULATION OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.  In some cases, electrical equipment is connected into a heavy current circuit, perhaps as a control device or relay.  Such equipment is normally insulated from the mounting structure since grounding the frame of the e
	BUS BARS.  Annually check bus bars for general condition, cleanliness, and security of all attachments and terminals.  Grease, corrosion, or dirt on any electrical junction may cause the connections to overheat and eventually fail.  Bus bars that exhibit
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	SECTION 2.  STORAGE BATTERIES
	GENERAL.  Aircraft batteries may be used for many functions, e.g., ground power, emergency power, improving DC bus stability, and fault-clearing.  Most small private aircraft use lead-acid batteries.  Most commercial and military aircraft use NiCad batte
	Storage batteries are usually identified by the material used for the plates.  All battery types possess different characteristics and, therefore, must be maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations..

	BATTERY CHARGING.  Operation of storage batteries beyond their ambient temperature or charging voltage limits can result in excessive cell temperatures leading to electrolyte boiling, rapid deterioration of the cells, and battery failure.  The relationsh
	BATTERY FREEZING.  Discharged lead-acid batteries exposed to cold temperatures are subject to plate damage due to freezing of the electrolyte.  To prevent freezing damage, maintain each cell’s specific gravity at€1.275, or for sealed lead-acid batteries
	TEMPERATURE CORRECTION.  U.S. manufactured lead-acid batteries are considered fully charged when the specific gravity reading is between 1.275€and€1.300.  A 1/3€discharged battery reads about€1.240 and a 2/3€discharged battery will show a specific gravit
	BATTERY MAINTENANCE.
	Age.  To determine the life and age of the battery, record the install date of the battery on the battery.  During normal battery maintenance, battery age must be documented either in the aircraft maintenance log or in the shop maintenance log.
	State of Health.  Lead-acid battery state of health may be determined by duration of service interval (in the case of vented batteries), by environmental factors (such as excessive heat or cold), and by observed electrolyte leakage (as evidenced by corro
	Use a hydrometer to determine the specific gravity of the battery electrolyte, which is the weight of the electrolyte compared to the weight of pure water.
	Take care to ensure the electrolyte is returned to the cell from which it was extracted.  When a specific gravity difference of€0.050 or more exists between cells of a battery, the battery is approaching the end of its useful life and replacement should

	State of Charge.  Battery state of charge will be determined by the cumulative effect of charging and discharging the battery.  In a normal electrical charging system the battery’s generator or alternator restores a battery to full charge during a flight
	Mechanical Integrity.  Proper mechanical integrity involves the absence of any physical damage as well as assurance that hardware is correctly installed and the battery is properly connected.  Battery and battery compartment venting system tubes, nipples
	B
	Battery and Charger Characteristics.  The following information is provided to acquaint the user with characteristics of the more common aircraft battery and battery charger types.  Products may vary from these descriptions due to different applications
	Lead-acid vented batteries have a two volt nominal cell voltage.  Batteries are constructed so that individual cells cannot be removed.  Occasional addition of water is required to replace water loss due to overcharging in normal service. Batteries that
	Lead-acid sealed batteries are similar in most respects to lead-acid vented batteries, but do not require the addition of water.
	The lead-acid battery is economical and has extensive application, but is heavier than an equivalent performance battery of another type.  The battery is capable of a high rate of discharge and low temperature performance.  However, maintaining a high ra
	Do not use high amperage automotive battery chargers to charge aircraft �batteries.
	NiCad vented batteries have a 1.2€volt nominal cell voltage.  Occasional addition of distilled water is required to replace water loss due to overcharging in normal service.  Cause of failure is usually shorting or �weakening of a cell.  After replacing
	NiCad sealed batteries are similar in most respects to NiCad vented batteries, but do not normally require the addition of water.  Fully discharging the battery (to zero volts) may cause irreversible damage to one or more cells, leading to eventual batte
	The state of charge of a NiCad battery cannot be determined by measuring the specific gravity of the potassium hydroxide electrolyte.  The electrolyte specific gravity does not change with the state of charge.  The only accurate way to determine the stat
	Lead-acid batteries are usually charged by regulated DC voltage sources.  This allows maximum accumulation of charge in the early part of recharging.
	Constant-current battery chargers are usually provided for NiCad batteries because the NiCad cell voltage has a negative temperature coefficient.  With a constant-voltage charging source, a NiCad battery
	Pulsed-current battery chargers are sometimes provided for NiCad batteries.

	Shop-Level Maintenance Procedures. Shop procedures must follow the manufacturer’s recommendations. Careful examination of sealed batteries and proper reconditioning of vented batteries will ensure the longest possible service life.
	Aircraft Battery Inspection.
	Inspect battery sump jar and lines for condition and security.
	Inspect battery terminals and quick-disconnect plugs and pins for evidence of corrosion, pitting, arcing, and burns.  Clean as required.
	Inspect battery drain and vent lines for restriction, deterioration, and security.
	Routine pre-flight and post-flight inspection procedures should include observation for evidence of physical damage, loose connections, and electrolyte loss.


	ELECTROLYTE€SPILLAGE. Spillage or leakage of electrolyte may result in serious corrosion of the nearby structure or control elements as both sulfuric acid and potassium hydroxide are actively corrosive.  Electrolyte may be spilled during ground servicing
	NOXIOUS FUMES.  When charging rates are excessive, the electrolyte may boil to the extent that fumes containing droplets of the electrolyte are emitted through the cell vents.  These fumes from lead-acid batteries may become noxious to the crew members a
	INSTALLATION PRACTICES.
	External Surface.  Clean the external surface of the battery prior to installation in the aircraft.
	Replacing Lead-Acid Batteries.  When replacing lead-acid batteries with NiCad batteries, a battery temperature or current monitoring system must be installed.  Neutralize the battery box or compartment and thoroughly flush with water and dry.  A flight m
	Battery Venting.  Battery fumes and gases may cause an explosive mixture or contaminated compartments and should be dispersed by adequate ventilation.  Venting systems often use ram pressure to flush fresh air through the battery case or enclosure to a s
	Battery Sump Jars.  A battery sump jar installation may be incorporated in the venting system to dispose of battery electrolyte overflow.  The sump jar should be of adequate design and the proper neutralizing agent used.  The sump jar must be located onl
	Installing Batteries.  When installing batteries in an aircraft, exercise care to prevent inadvertent shorting of the battery terminals.  Serious damage to the aircraft structure (frame, skin and other subsystems, avionics, wire, fuel etc.) can be sustai
	Battery Hold Down Devices.  Ensure that the battery hold down devices are secure, but not so tight as to exert excessive pressure that may cause the battery to buckle causing internal shorting of the battery.
	Quick-Disconnect Type Battery.  If a quick-disconnect type of battery connector, that prohibits crossing the battery lead is not employed, ensure that the aircraft wiring is connected to the proper battery terminal.  Reverse polarity in an electrical sys
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	SECTION 3.  INSPECTION OF EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION
	GENERAL.  When installing equipment which consumes electrical power in an aircraft, it should be determined that the total electrical load can be safely controlled or managed within the rated limits of the affected components of the aircraft’s electrical
	INSTALLATION CLEARANCE PROVISIONS.  All electrical equipment should be installed so that inspection and maintenance may be performed and that the installation does not interfere with other systems, such as engine or flight controls.
	WIRES, WIRE BUNDLES, AND CIRCUIT PROTECTIVE DEVICES.  Before any aircraft electrical load is increased, the new total electrical load (previous maximum load plus added load) must be checked to determine if the design levels are being exceeded.  Where nec
	ALTERNATOR DIODES.  Alternators employ diodes for the purpose of converting the alternating current to direct current. These diodes are solid-state electronic devices and are easily damaged by rough handling, abuse, over heating, or reversing the battery
	STATIC ELECTRICAL POWER CONVERTERS.  Static power converters employ solid-state devices to convert the aircraft’s primary electrical source voltage to a different voltage or frequency for the operation of radio and electronic equipment.  They contain no
	Location of static converters should be carefully chosen to ensure adequate ventilation for cooling purposes. Heat˚radiating fins should be kept clean of dirt and other foreign matter that may impair their cooling properties.
	Static power converters often emit unacceptable levels of EMI that may disrupt communication equipment and navigation instruments. Properly shielded connectors, terminal blocks, and wires may be required, with all shields well grounded to the airframe.

	ACCEPTABLE MEANS OF CONTROLLING OR MONITORING THE ELECTRICAL LOAD.
	Output Rating.  The generator or alternator output ratings and limits prescribed by the manufacturer must be checked against the electrical loads that can be imposed on the affected generator or alternator by installed equipment.  When electrical load ca
	The use of placards is recommended to inform the pilot and/or crew members of the combination(s) of loads that may be connected to each power source.  Warning lights can be installed that will be triggered if the battery bus voltage drops below 13€volts
	For installations where the ammeter is in the battery lead, and the regulator system limits the maximum current that the generator or alternator can deliver, a voltmeter can be installed on the system bus.  As long as the ammeter never reads “discharge”
	In installations where the ammeter is in the generator or alternator lead and the regulator system does not limit the maximum current that the generator or alternator can deliver, the ammeter can be redlined at 100€percent of the generator or alternator
	Where the use of placards or monitoring devices is not practical or desired, and where assurance is needed that the battery will be charged in flight, the total continuous connected electrical load should be held to approximately 80€percent of the total
	When two or more generators and alternators are operated in parallel and the total connected system load can exceed the rated output of a single generator, a method should be provided for quickly coping with a sudden overload that can be caused by genera

	ELECTRICAL LOAD DETER- MINATION.  The connected load of an aircraft’s electrical system may be determined by any one or a combination of several acceptable methods, techniques, or practices.  However, those with a need to know the status of a particular
	JUNCTION BOX CONSTRUC- TION.  Replacement junction boxes should be fabricated using the same material as the original or from a fire-resistant, nonabsorbent material, such as aluminum, or an acceptable plastic material.  Where fire-proofing is necessary,
	Internal Arrangement.  The junction box arrangement should permit easy access to any installed items of equipment, terminals, and wires.  Where marginal clearances are unavoidable, an insulating material should be inserted between current carrying parts
	Installation. Junction boxes should be securely mounted to the aircraft structure in such a manner that the contents are readily accessible for inspection.  When possible, the open side should face downward or at an angle so that loose metallic objects,
	Wiring.  Junction box layouts should take into consideration the necessity for adequate wiring space and possible future additions. Electrical wire bundles should be laced or clamped inside the box so that cables do not touch other components, prevent re
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	SECTION 4.  INSPECTION OF CIRCUIT-PROTECTION DEVICES
	G
	GENERAL.  All electrical wires must be provided with some means of circuit protection.  Electrical wire should be protected with circuit breakers or fuses located as close as possible to the electrical power source bus.  Normally, the manufacturer of ele
	DETERMINATION OF CIRCUIT BREAKER RATINGS.  Circuit protection devices must be sized to supply open circuit capability.  A circuit breaker must be rated so that it will open before the current rating of the wire attached to it is exceeded, or before the c
	DC CIRCUIT PROTECTOR CHART.  Table€11˚3 may be used as a guide for the selection of circuit breaker and fuse rating to protect copper conductor wire.  This chart was prepared for the conditions specified.  If actual conditions deviate materially from tho
	RESETTABLE CIRCUIT PROTECTION DEVICES.
	All resettable type circuit breakers must open the circuit irrespective of the position of the operating control when an overload or circuit fault exists.  Such circuit breakers are referred to as “trip free.”
	Automatic reset circuit breakers, that automatically reset themselves periodically, are not recommended as circuit protection devices for aircraft.

	CIRCUIT BREAKER USAGE.  Circuit breakers are designed as circuit protection for the wire (see paragraph€11˚48 and€11˚49), not for protection of black boxes
	CIRCUIT BREAKER MAINTENANCE.  Circuit breakers should be periodically cycled with no load to enhance contact performance by cleaning contaminants from the contact surfaces.
	SWITCHES.  In all circuits where a switch malfunction can be hazardous, a switch specifically designed for aircraft service should be used.  These switches are of rugged construction and have sufficient contact capacity to break, make, and continuously c
	Electrical Switch Inspection.  Special attention should be given to electrical circuit switches, especially the spring-loaded type, during the course of normal airworthiness inspection.  An internal failure of the spring-loaded type may allow the switch
	With the power off suspect aircraft electrical switches should be checked in the ON position for opens (high resistance) and in The OFF position for shorts (low resistance), with an ohmmeter.
	Any abnormal side to side movement of the switch should be an alert to imminent failure even if the switch tested was shown to be acceptable with an ohmmeter.

	Electromechanical€Switches.  Switches have electrical contacts and various types of switch actuators (i.e., toggle, plunger, push-button, knob, rocker).
	Contacts designed for high-level loads must not be subsequently used for low-level applications, unless testing has been performed to establish this capability.
	Switches are specifically selected based on the design for the aircraft service current ratings for lamp loads, inductive loads, and motor loads and must be replaced with identical make and model switches.

	Proximity Switches.  These switches are usually solid-state devices that detect the presence of a predetermined target without physical contact and are usually rated 0.5€amps or less.
	Switch Rating.  The nominal current rating of the conventional aircraft switch is usually stamped on the switch housing and represents the continuous current rating with the contacts closed.  Switches should be derated from their nominal current rating f
	Circuits containing incandescent lamps can draw an initial current that is 15€times greater than the continuous current.  Contact burning or welding may occur when the switch is closed.
	Inductive circuits have magnetic energy stored in solenoid or relay coils that is released when the control switch is opened and may appear as an arc.
	Direct-current motors will draw several times their rated current during starting, and magnetic energy stored in their

	Switch Selection.  Switches for aircraft use should be selected with extreme caution.  The contact ratings should be adequate for all load conditions and applicable voltages, at both sea level and the operational altitude.  Consideration should be given
	Derating Factors.  Table€11˚4 provides an approximate method for derating nominal ratings to obtain reasonable switch efficiency and service life under reactive load conditions.
	Low Energy Loads.  Switches rated for use at 28€VDC or more, and at 1.0€amp or more, generally have silver contacts.  In general, silver contacts should not be used to control devices which have either a voltage less than 8€volts or a continuous current
	Typical logic load devices have a voltage of 0.5€volts to 28€volts and a continuous current of less than 0.5€amps.  A suitable method of rating switches for use on logic load devices is specified in ANSI/EIA€5200000.  (General specification for special u
	Typical low-level load devices have a voltage of less than 0.5€volts and a continuous current of less than 0.5€amps.  A suitable method of rating switches for use on logic load devices is specified in ANSI/EIA€5200000.

	Shock and Vibration.
	Electromechanical switches (toggle switches) are most susceptible to shock and vibration in the plane that is parallel to contact motion.  Under these conditions the switch contacts may momentarily separate.  ANSI/EIA€5200000 specifies that contact separ
	Although proximity switches do not have moving parts, the reliability of the internal electronic parts of the switch may be reduced.  Reliability and mean time between-failure (MTBF) calculations should reflect the applicable environment.  Note that the

	Electromagnetic/Radio Frequency Interference (EMI/RFI).
	DC operated electromechanical switches are usually not susceptible to EMI/RFI.  Proximity switches are susceptible to an EMI/RFI environment and must be evaluated in the application.  Twisting lead wires, metal overbraids, lead wire routing, and the desi
	The arcing of electromechanical switch contacts generates short duration EMI/RFI when controlling highly inductive electrical loads.  Twisting lead wires, metal overbraids, and lead wire routing can reduce or eliminate generation problems when dealing wi

	Temperature.
	Electromechanical switches can withstand wide temperature ranges and rapid gradient shifts without damage.  Most aircraft switches operate between ˚55€?C and 85€?C with designs available from ˚185€?C to 260€?C or more.  Higher temperatures require more e
	Proximity sensors are normally designed for environments from -55€?C to 125€?C.  During temperature excursions, the operating and release points may shift from 5€percent to 10€percent.  Reliability of the proximity sensor will typically be highest at roo

	Sealing.
	Electromechanical switches range in sealing from partially sealed to hermetically sealed.  Use a sealed switch when the switch will be exposed to a dirty environment during storage, assembly, or operation.  Use a higher level of sealing when the switch w
	Proximity switches for aircraft applications typically have a metal face and potting material surrounding any electronics and lead wire exits.  The potting material should be compatible with the fluids the switch will be exposed to in the environment.  T

	Switch Installation.  Hazardous errors in switch operation may be avoided by logical and consistent installation.  “On-off” two˚position switches should be mounted so that the “on” position is reached by an upward or forward movement of the toggle.  When

	RELAYS.  A relay is an electrically controlled device that opens and closes electrical contacts to effect the operation of other devices in the same or in another electrical circuit.  The relay converts electrical energy into mechanical energy through va
	Use of Relays.  Most relays are used as a switching device where a weight reduction can be achieved, or to simplify electrical controls.  It should be remembered that the relay is an electrically operated switch, and therefore subject to dropout under lo
	Types of Connections.  Relays are manufactured with various connective means from mechanical to plug-in devices.  Installation procedures vary by the type of connection and should be followed to ensure proper operation of the relay.
	Repair. Relays are complicated electromechanical assemblies and most are not repairable.
	Relay Selection.
	Contact ratings, as described on the relay case, describe the make, carry, and break capability for resistive currents only.  Consult the appropriate specification to determine the derating factor to use for other types of current loads.  (Ref. MIL-PRF-3
	Operating a relay at less than nominal coil voltage may compromise its performance and should never be done without written manufacturer approval.

	Relay Installation and Maintenance.  For installation and maintenance, care should be taken to ensure proper placement of hardware, especially at electrical connections.  The use of properly calibrated torque wrenches and following the manufacturer’s ins
	When replacing relays in alternating current (ac) applications, it is essential to maintain proper phase sequencing.  For any application involving plug-in relays, proper engagement of their retaining mechanism is vital.
	The proximity of certain magnetically permanent, magnet assisted, coil operated relays may cause them to have an impact on each other. Any manufacturer’s recommendations or precautions must be closely followed.


	LOAD CONSIDERATIONS.
	OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR SWITCHES AND RELAYS.  Switches and relays should be compared to their specification rating to ensure that all contacts are made properly under all conditions of operation, including vibration equivalent to that in the area of the
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	SECTION 5.  ELECTRICAL WIRE RATING
	G
	GENERAL.  Wires must be sized so that they: have sufficient mechanical strength to allow for service conditions; do not exceed allowable voltage drop levels; are protected by system circuit protection devices; and meet circuit current carrying requiremen
	Mechanical Strength of Wires.  If it is desirable to use wire sizes smaller than€#20, particular attention should be given to the mechanical strength and installation handling of these wires, e.g., vibration, flexing, and termination.  Wire containing le
	Voltage Drop in Wires.  The voltage drop in the main power wires from the generation source or the battery to the bus should not exceed 2€percent of the regulated voltage when the generator is carrying rated current or the battery is being discharged at
	Resistance. The resistance of the current return path through the aircraft structure is generally considered negligible. However, this is based on the assumption that adequate �Table 11-6. Tabulation chart (allowable voltage drop between bus and utilizat
	Resistance Calculation Methods.  Figures€11˚2 and€11˚3 provide a convenient means of calculating maximum wire length for the given circuit current.
	Values in tables€11˚7 and€11˚8 are for tin-plated copper conductor wires.  Because the resistance of tin-plated wire is slightly higher than that of nickel or silver-plated wire, maximum run lengths determined from these charts will be slightly less than
	
	
	TABLE 11-7.  Examples of determining required tin-plated copper wire size and checking voltage drop using figure 11-2



	As an alternative method or a means of checking results from figure€11˚2, continuous flow resistance for a given wire size can be read from table€11˚9 and multiplied by the wire run length and the circuit current.  For intermittent flow, use figure 11-3.
	Voltage drop calculations for aluminum wires can be accomplished by multiplying the resistance for a given wire size, defined in table 11-10, by the wire run length and circuit current.
	When the estimated or measured conductor temperature (T2) exceeds 20€?C, such as in areas having elevated ambient temperatures or in fully loaded power-feed wires, the maximum allowable run length (L2), must be shortened from L1 (the 20€?C value) using t
	To determine T2 for wires carrying a high percentage of their current carrying capability at elevated temperatures, laboratory testing using a load bank and a high-temperature chamber is recommended.  Such tests should be run at anticipated worse case am
	Approximate T2 can be estimated using the following formula:


	METHODS FOR DETERMINING CURRENT CARRYING CAPACITY OF WIRES.  This paragraph contains methods for determining the current carrying capacity of electrical wire, both as a single wire in free air and when bundled into a harness.  It presents derating factor
	Effects of Heat Aging on Wire Insulation.  Since electrical wire may be installed in areas where inspection is infrequent over extended periods of time, it is necessary to give special consideration to heat-aging characteristics in the selection of wire.
	Maximum Operating Temperature.  The current that causes a temperature steady state condition equal to the rated temperature of the wire should not be exceeded.  Rated temperature of the wire may be based upon the ability of either the conductor or the in
	Single Wire in Free Air.  Determining a wiring system’s current carrying capacity begins with determining the maximum current that a given-sized wire can carry without exceeding the allowable temperature difference (wire rating minus ambient ?C).  The cu
	Wires in a Harness.  When wires are bundled into harnesses, the current derived for a single wire must be reduced as shown in figure€11˚5.  The amount of current derating is a function of the number of wires in the bundle and the percentage of the total
	Harness at Altitude.  Since heat loss from the bundle is reduced with increased altitude, the amount of current should be de-rated.  Figure€11˚6 gives a curve whereby the altitude-derating factor may be obtained.
	Aluminum Conductor Wire.  When aluminum conductor wire is used, sizes should be selected on the basis of current ratings shown in table€11˚10.  The use of sizes smaller than€#8 is discouraged (Ref. AS50881A).  Aluminum wire should not be attached to engi

	INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE OF ELECTRICAL WIRE CHART.
	Correct Size.  To select the correct size of electrical wire, two major requirements must be met:
	The wire size should be sufficient to prevent an excessive voltage drop while carrying the required current over the required distance. (See table€11˚6, Tabulation Chart, for allowable voltage drops.)
	The size should be sufficient to prevent overheating of the wire carrying the required current.  (See paragraph€11˚69 for allowable current carrying calculation methods.)

	Two Requirements.  To meet the two requirements (see paragraph 11˚66b) in selecting the correct wire size using figure€11˚2 or figure€11˚3, the following must be known:
	The wire length in feet.
	The number of amperes of current to be carried.
	The allowable voltage drop �permitted.
	The required continuous or intermittent current.
	The estimated or measured conductor temperature.
	Is the wire to be installed in conduit and/or bundle?
	Is the wire to be installed as a single wire in free air?

	Example No. 1.  Find the wire size in figure€11˚2 using the following known information:
	The wire run is 50€feet long, including the ground wire.
	Current load is 20€amps.
	The voltage source is 28€volts from bus to equipment.
	The circuit has continuous operation.
	Estimated conductor temperature is 20€?C or less.

	Procedures in Example No. 1  paragraph€11˚68c, can be used to find the wire size for any continuous or intermittent operation (maximum two minutes).  Voltage (e.g. 14€volts, 28€volts, 115€volts, 200€volts) as indicated on the left scale of the wire chart
	Example No. 2.  Using figure 11-2, find the wire size required to meet the allowable voltage drop in table€11˚6 for a wire carrying current at an elevated conductor temperature using the following information:
	The wire run is 15.5 feet long, including the ground wire.
	Circuit€current€(I2) is 20€amps, �continuous.
	The voltage source is 28€volts.
	The wire type used has a 200€?C conductor rating and it is intended to use this thermal rating to minimize the wire gauge.  Assume that the method described in paragraph€11˚66d(6) was used and the minimum wire size to carry the required current is€#14.
	Ambient temperature is 50€?C under hottest operating conditions.

	Procedures in example No. 2.
	Use figure€11˚4a to calculate the Imax a #14€gauge wire can carry.
	Find€the€temperature€differences (TR˚T()€=€(200€˚C˚50€˚C)€=€150€(C.
	Follow the 150€(C corresponding horizontal line to intersect with #14€wire size, drop vertically and read 47€Amps at bottom of chart (current amperes).
	Use figure€11˚5, left side of chart reads 0.91 for 20,000 feet, multiple 0.91€x€47€Amps€=€42.77€Amps.
	Use figure€11˚6, find the derate factor for 8€wires in a bundle at 60€percent.  First find the number of wires in the bundle€(8) at bottom of graph and intersect with the 60€percent curve meet.  Read derating factor, (left side of graph) which is€0.6.  M


	COMPUTING CURRENT CARRY- ING CAPACITY.
	Example 1.  Assume a harness (open or braided), consisting of 10 wires, size€#20, 200€?C rated copper and 25 wires, size€#22, 200€?C rated copper, will be installed in an area where the ambient temperature is 60€?C and the vehicle is capable of operating
	Example 2.  Assume a harness (open or braided), consisting of 12,€size€#12, 200€?C rated copper wires, will be operated in an ambient of 25€?C at sea level and 60€?C at a 20,000˚foot altitude.  All 12€wires will be operated at or near their maximum capac
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	SECTION 6.  AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL WIRE SELECTION
	GENERAL.  Aircraft service imposes severe environmental condition on electrical wire.  To ensure satisfactory service, inspect wire annually for abrasions, defective insulation, condition of terminations, and potential corrosion.  Grounding connections f
	Wire Size.  Wires must have sufficient mechanical strength to allow for service conditions.  Do not exceed allowable voltage drop levels.  Ensure that the wires are protected by system circuit protection devices, and that they meet circuit current carryi
	Installation Precautions for Small Wires.  As a general practice, wires smaller than size€#20 must be provided with additional clamps, grouped with at least three other wires, and have additional support at terminations, such as connector grommets, strai
	Identification.  All wire used on aircraft must have its type identification imprinted along its length.  It is common practice to follow this part number with the five digit/letter Commercial and Government Entity (C.A.G.E). code identifying the wire
	manufacturer.  Existing installed wire that needs replacement can thereby be identified as to its performance capabilities, and the inadvertent use of a lower performance and unsuitable replacement wire avoided.
	In addition to the type identification imprinted by the original wire manufacturer, aircraft wire also contains its unique circuit identification coding that is put on at the time of harness assembly.  The traditional “Hot Stamp” method has not been tota
	Extreme care must be taken during circuit identification by a hot stamp machine on wire with a 10€mil wall or thinner.  Alternative identification methods, such as “Laser Printing” and “Ink Jet,” are coming into increasing use by the industry.  When such


	AIRCRAFT WIRE MATERIALS.  Only wire, specifically designed for airborne use, must be installed in aircraft.
	Authentic Aircraft Wire.  Most aircraft wire designs are to specifications that require manufacturers to pass rigorous testing of wires before being added to a Qualified Products List (QPL) and being permitted to produce the wire.  Aircraft manufacturers
	sources.  Such military or original equipment manufacturer (OEM) wire used on aircraft should only have originated from these defined wire mills.  Aircraft wire from other unauthorized firms, and fraudulently marked with the specified identification, mus
	Plating.  Bare copper develops a surface oxide coating at a rate dependent on temperature.  This oxide film is a poor conductor of electricity and inhibits determination of wire.  Therefore, all aircraft wiring has a coating of tin, silver, or nickel, th
	Tin coated copper is a very common plating material.  Its ability to be successfully soldered without highly active fluxes diminishes rapidly with time after manufacture.  It can be used up to the limiting temperature of 150€˚C.
	Silver-coated wire is used where temperatures do not exceed 200€˚C (392€˚F).
	Nickel coated wire retains its properties beyond 260€˚C, but most aircraft wire using such coated strands have insulation systems that cannot exceed that temperature on long-term exposure.  Soldered terminations of nickel-plated conductor require the use

	Conductor Stranding.  Because of flight vibration and flexing, conductor round wire should be stranded to minimize fatigue breakage.
	Wire Construction Versus Application.  The most important consideration in the selection of aircraft wire is properly matching the wire’s construction to the application environment.  Wire construction that is suitable for the most severe environmental c
	Insulation.  There are many insulation materials and combinations used on aircraft electrical wire.  Characteristics should be chosen based on environment; such as abrasion resistance, arc resistance, corrosion resistance, cut˚through strength, dielectri

	SUBSTITUTIONS.  In the repair and modification of existing aircraft, when a replacement wire is required, the maintenance manual for that aircraft must first be reviewed to determine if the original aircraft manufacturer (OAM) has approved any substituti
	MIL-W-5088L, replaced by AS50881A, wiring aerospace vehicle, Appendix A lists wire types that have been approved for military
	aerospace applications in open and protected wiring applications. These wires could potentially be used for substitution when approved by the OAM.
	Areas designated as severe wind and moisture problem (SWAMP) areas differ from aircraft to aircraft but generally are considered to be areas such as wheel wells, near wing flaps, wing folds, pylons, and other exterior areas that may have a harsh environm
	The use of current military specification, multi-conductor cables in place of OEM installed constructions may create
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	SECTION 7.  TABLE OF ACCEPTABLE WIRES
	AIRCRAFT WIRE TABLE.  Tables€11˚11 and€11˚12 list wires used for the transmission of signal and power currents in aircraft.  It does not include special purpose wires such as thermocouple, engine vibration monitor wire, fiber optics, data bus, and other
	All wires in tables€11˚11 and 11˚12 have been determined to meet the flammability requirements of Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulation (14 CFR) part 25, section 25.869(a)(4) and the applicable portion of part€1 of Appendix€F of part 25.
	The absence of any wire from tables€11˚11 and 11-12 are not to be construed as being unacceptable for use in aircraft.  However, the listed wires have all been reviewed for such use and have been found suitable, or have a successful history of such usage
	Explanations of the various insulation materials mentioned in table€11˚11, by abbreviations, can be found in the glossary.

	OPEN AIRFRAME INTERCON˚ NECTING WIRE.  Interconnecting wire is used in point to point open harnesses, normally in the interior or pressurized fuselage, with each wire providing enough insulation to resist damage from handling and service exposure.  (See
	PROTECTED WIRE.  Airborne wire that is used within equipment boxes, or has additional protection, such as an exterior jacket, conduit, tray, or other covering is known as protected wire.  (See table€11˚12.)
	SEVERE WIND AND MOISTURE PROBLEMS (SWAMP).  Areas such as wheel wells, wing fold and pylons, flap areas, and those areas exposed to extended weather shall dictate selection and will require special consideration.  Insulation or jacketing will vary accord
	SHIELDED WIRE.  With the increase in number of highly sensitive electronic devices found on modern aircraft, it has become very important to ensure proper shielding for many electric circuits.  Shielding is the process of applying a metallic covering to
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	SECTION 8.  WIRING INSTALLATION INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS
	GENERAL.  Wires and cables should be inspected for adequacy of support, protection, and general condition throughout.  The desirable and undesirable features in aircraft wiring installations are listed below and indicate conditions that may or may not ex
	Wires and cables are supported by suitable clamps, grommets, or other devices at intervals of not more than 24€inches, except when contained in troughs, ducts, or conduits.  The supporting devices should be of a suitable size and type, with the wires and
	Metal stand-offs must be used to maintain clearance between wires and structure.  Employing tape or tubing is not acceptable as an alternative to stand-offs for maintaining clearance.
	Phenolic blocks, plastic liners, or rubber grommets are installed in holes, bulkheads, floors, or structural members where it is impossible to install off-angle clamps to maintain wiring separation.  In such cases, additional protection in the form of pl
	Wires and cables in junction boxes, panels, and bundles are properly supported and laced to provide proper grouping and routing.
	Clamp retaining screws are properly secured so that the movement of wires and cables is restricted to the span between the points of support and not on soldered or mechanical connections at terminal posts or connectors.
	Wire and cables are properly supported and bound so that there is no interference with other wires, cables, and equipment.
	Wires and cables are adequately supported to prevent excessive movement in areas of high vibration.
	Insulating tubing is secured by tying, tie straps or with clamps.
	Continuous lacing (spaced 6€inches apart) is not used, except in panels and junction boxes where this practice is optional.  When lacing is installed in this manner, outside junction boxes should be removed and replaced with individual loops.
	Do not use tapes (such as friction or plastic tape) which will dry out in service, produce chemical reactions with wire or cable insulation, or absorb moisture.
	Insulating tubing must be kept at a minimum and must be used to protect wire and cable from abrasion, chafing, exposure to fluid, and other conditions which could affect the cable insulation.  However; the use of insulating tubing for support of wires an
	Do not use moisture-absorbent material as “fill” for clamps or adapters.
	Ensure that wires and cables are not tied or fastened together in conduit or insulating tubing.
	Ensure cable supports do not restrict the wires or cables in such a manner as to interfere with operation of equipment shock mounts.
	Do not use tape, tie straps, or cord for primary support.
	Make sure that drain holes are present in drip loops or in the lowest portion of tubing placed over the wiring.
	Ensure that wires and cables are routed in such a manner that chafing will not occur against the airframe or other components.
	Ensure that wires and cables are positioned in such a manner that they are not likely to be used as handholds or as support for personal belongings and equipment.
	Ensure that wires and cables are routed, insofar as practicable, so that they are not exposed to damage by personnel moving within the aircraft.
	Ensure that wires and cables are located so as not to be susceptible to damage by the storage or shifting of cargo.
	Ensure that wires and cables are routed so that there is not a possibility of damage from battery electrolytes or other corrosive fluids.
	Ensure that wires and cables are adequately protected in wheel wells and other areas where they may be exposed to damage from impact of rocks, ice, mud, etc.  (If re-routing of wires or cables is not practical, protective jacketing may be installed).  Th
	Where practical, route electrical wires and cables above fluid lines and provide a 6 inch separation from any flammable liquid, fuel, or oxygen line, fuel tank wall, or other low voltage wiring that enters a fuel tank and requires electrical isolation to
	Ensure that a trap or drip loop is provided to prevent fluids or condensed moisture from running into wires and cables dressed downward to a connector, terminal block, panel, or junction box.
	Wires and cables installed in bilges and other locations where fluids may be trapped are routed as far from the lowest point as possible or otherwise provided with a moisture-proof covering.
	Separate wires from high-temperature equipment, such as resistors, exhaust stacks, heating ducts, etc., to prevent insulation breakdown.  Insulate wires that must run through hot areas with a high-temperature insulation material such as fiberglass or PTF
	The minimum radius of bends in wire groups or bundles must not be less than 10€times the outside diameter of the largest wire or cable, except that at the terminal strips where wires break out at terminations or re-
	verse direction in a bundle.  Where the wire is suitably supported, the radius may be 3€times the diameter of the wire or cable.  Where it is not practical to install wiring or cables within the radius requirements, the bend should be enclosed in insulat
	Ensure that RF cables, e.g., coaxial and triaxial are bent at a radius of no less than 6€times the outside diameter of the cable.
	Ensure that wires and cables, that are attached to assemblies where relative movement occurs (such as at hinges and rotating pieces; particularly doors, control sticks, control wheels, columns, and flight control surfaces), are installed or protected in
	Ensure that wires and electrical cables are separated from mechanical control cables.  In no instance should wire be able to come closer than 1/2€inch to such controls when light hand pressure is applied to wires or controls.  In cases where clearance is
	Ensure that wires and cables are provided with enough slack to meet the following requirements:
	Permit ease of maintenance.
	Prevent mechanical strain on the wires, cables, junctions, and supports.
	Permit free movement of shock and vibration mounted equipment.
	Allow shifting of equipment, as necessary, to perform alignment, servicing, tuning, removal of dust covers, and changing of internal components while installed in aircraft.

	Ensure that unused wires are individually dead-ended, tied into a bundle, and secured to a permanent structure.  Each wire should have strands cut even with the insulation and a pre-insulated closed end connector or a 1-inch piece of insulating tubing pl
	Ensure that all wires and cables are identified properly at intervals of not more than 15€inches.  Coaxial cables are identified at both equipment ends.

	WIRING REPLACEMENT.  Wiring must be replaced with equivalent wire (see paragraph€11˚78) when found to have any of the following defects:
	Wiring that has been subjected to chafing or fraying, that has been severely damaged, or that primary insulation is suspected of being penetrated.
	Wiring on which the outer insulation is brittle to the point that slight flexing causes it to crack.
	Wiring having weather-cracked outer insulation.
	Wiring that is known to have been exposed to electrolyte or on which the insulation appears to be, or is suspected of being, in an initial stage of deterioration due to the effects of electrolyte.
	C
	Check wiring that shows evidence of overheating (even if only to a minor degree) for the cause of the overheating.
	Wiring on which the insulation has become saturated with engine oil, hydraulic fluid, or another lubricant.
	Wiring that bears evidence of having been crushed or severely kinked.
	Shielded wiring on which the metallic shield is frayed and/or corroded.  Cleaning agents or preservatives should not be used to minimize the effects of corrosion or deterioration of wire shields.
	Wiring showing evidence of breaks, cracks, dirt, or moisture in the plastic sleeves placed over wire splices or terminal lugs.
	Sections of wire in which splices occur at less than 10˚foot intervals, unless specifically authorized, due to parallel connections, locations, or inaccessibility.
	When replacing wiring or coaxial cables, identify them properly at both equipment and power source ends.
	Wire substitution˚In the repair and modification of existing aircraft, when a replacement wire is required, the maintenance manual for that aircraft should first be reviewed to determine if the original aircraft manufacturer (OAM) has approved any substi
	Testing of the electrical and chemical integrity of the insulation of sample wires taken from areas of the aircraft that have experienced wiring problems in the past, can be used to supplement visual examination of the wire.  The test for chemical integr

	TERMINALS AND TERMINAL BLOCKS.  Inspect to ensure that the following installation requirements are met:
	Insulating tubing is placed over terminals (except pre-insulated types) to provide electrical protection and mechanical support and is secured to prevent slippage of the tubing from the terminal.
	Terminal module blocks are securely mounted and provided with adequate electrical clearances or insulation strips between mounting hardware and conductive parts, except when the terminal block is used for grounding purposes.
	Terminal connections to terminal module block studs and nuts on unused studs are tight.
	Evidence of overheating and corrosion is not present on connections to terminal module block studs.
	Physical damage to studs, stud threads, and terminal module blocks is not evident.  Replace cracked terminal strips and those studs with stripped threads.
	The number of terminal connections to a terminal block stud does not exceed four, unless specifically authorized.
	Shielding should be dead-ended with suitable insulated terminals.
	All wires, terminal blocks, and individual studs are clearly identified to correspond to aircraft wiring manuals.
	Terminations should be made using terminals of the proper size and the appropriate terminal crimping tools.

	FUSES AND FUSE HOLDERS.  Inspect as follows:
	Check security of connections to fuse holders.
	Inspect for the presence of corrosion and evidence of overheating on fuses and fuse holders.  Replace corroded fuses and clean fuse holders.  If evidence of overheating is found, check for correct rating of fuse.
	Check mounting security of fuse holder.
	Inspect for replenishment of spare fuses used in flight.  Replace with fuses of appropriate current rating only.
	Inspect for exposed fuses susceptible to shorting.  Install cover of nonconducting material if required.

	CONNECTORS.  Ensure reliability of connectors by verifying that the following conditions are met or that repairs are effected as required.
	Inspect connectors for security and evidence of overheating (cause of over-heating must be corrected), and exteriors for corrosion and cracks.  Also, wires leading to connectors must be inspected for deterioration due to overheating.  Replace corroded co
	Ensure installation of cable clamp (reference€MIL˚C˚85049) adapters on applicable MS connectors, except those that are moisture-proof.
	See that silicone tape is wrapped around wires in MS3057€cable clamp adapters so that tightening of the cable clamp adapter cap provides sufficient grip on the wires to keep tension from being applied to the connector pins.
	Make sure unused plugs and receptacles are covered to prevent inclusion of dust and moisture.  Receptacles should have metal or composite dust caps attached by their normal mating method.  Plugs may have a dust cap similar to above or have a piece of pol
	Ensure that connectors are fully mated by checking position and tightness of coupling ring or its alignment with fully mated indicator line on receptacle, if applicable.
	Ensure that the coupling nut of MS connectors is safetied, by wire or other mechanical locking means, as required by applicable aircraft instructional manuals.
	Ensure that moisture-absorbent material is not used as “fill” for MS3057€clamps or adapters.
	Ensure that there is no evidence of deterioration such as cracking, missing, or disintegration of the potting material.
	Identical connectors in adjacent locations can lead to incorrect connections.  When such installations are unavoidable, the attached
	wiring must be clearly identified and must be routed and clamped so that it cannot be mismatched.
	Connectors in unpressurized areas should be positioned so that moisture will drain out of them when unmated.  Wires exiting connectors must be routed so that moisture drains away from them.

	JUNCTION BOXES, PANELS, SHIELDS, AND MICROSWITCH HOUSINGS.  Examine housing assemblies to ascertain the following:
	Verify that one or more suitable holes, about 3/8˚inch diameter, but not less than 1/8˚inch diameter, are provided at the lowest point of the box, except vapor-tight boxes, to allow for drainage with the aircraft on the ground or in level flight.
	Verify that vapor tight or explosion proof boxes are externally labeled VAPOR-TIGHT or EXPLOSION PROOF.
	Verify that boxes are securely mounted.
	Verify that boxes are clean internally and free of foreign objects.
	Verify that safety wiring is installed on all lid fasteners on J-boxes, panels, shields, or microswitch housings which are installed in areas not accessible for inspection in flight, unless the fasteners incorporate self-locking devices.
	Verify that box wiring is properly aligned.
	Verify that there are no unplugged, unused holes (except drainage holes) in boxes.

	CONDUIT - RIGID METALLIC,
	Conduit is relieved of strain and flexing of ferrules.
	Conduit is not collapsed or flattened from excessive bending.
	Conduits will not trap fluids or condensed moisture.  Suitable drain holes should be provided at the low points.
	Bonding clamps do not cause damage to the conduit.
	Weatherproof shields on flexible conduits of the nose and main landing gear and in wheel wells are not broken; that metallic braid of weatherproof conduit is not exposed; and that conduit nuts, ferrules, and conduit fittings are installed securely.
	Ends of open conduits are flared or routed to avoid sharp edges that could chafe wires exiting from the conduit.

	JUNCTIONS.  Ensure that only aircraft manufacturer approved devices, such as solderless type terminals, terminal blocks, connectors, disconnect splices, permanent splices, and feed-through bushings are used for cable junctions.  Inspect for the provision
	Electrical junctions should be protected from short circuits resulting from movement of personnel, cargo, cases, and other loose or stored materials.  Protection should be provided by covering the junction, installing them in junction boxes, or by locati
	Exposed junctions and buses should be protected with insulating materials.  Junctions and buses located within enclosed areas containing only electrical and electronic equipment are not considered as exposed.
	Electrical junctions should be mechanically and electrically secure.  They should not be subject to mechanical strain or used as a support for insulating materials, except for insulation on terminals.

	CIRCUIT BREAKERS.  Note those circuit breakers which have a tendency to open circuits frequently, require resetting more than normal, or are subject to nuisance tripping.  Before considering their replacement, investigate the reason.
	SYSTEM SEPARATION.  Wires of redundant aircraft systems should be routed in separate bundles and through separate connectors to prevent a single fault from disabling multiple systems.  Wires not protected by a circuit-protective device, such as a circuit
	ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE (EMI).  Wiring of sensitive circuits that may be affected by EMI must be routed away from other wiring interference, or provided with sufficient shielding to avoid system malfunctions under operating conditions.  EMI between
	INTERFERENCE TESTS.  Perform an interference test for installed equipment and electrical connections as follow:
	The equipment must be installed in accordance with manufacturer’s installation instructions.  Visually inspect all the installed equipment to determine that industry standard workmanship and engineering practices were used.  Verify that all mechanical an
	Power input tests must be conducted with the equipment powered by the airplane’s electrical power generating system, unless otherwise specified.
	All associated electrically operated equipment and systems on the airplane must be on and operating before conducting interference tests, unless otherwise specified.
	The effects on interference must be evaluated as follows:
	The equipment shall not be the source of harmful conducted or radiated interference or adversely affect other equipment or systems installed in the airplane.
	With the equipment energized on the ground, individually operate other electrically operated equipment and systems on the airplane to determine that no significant conducted or radiated interference exists.  Evaluate all reasonable combinations of contro
	For airplane equipment and systems that can be checked only in flight, determine that no operationally significant conducted or radiated interference exists.  Evaluate all reasonable combinations of control settings and operating modes.  Operate communic


	IDENTIFICATION STENCILS AND PLACARDS ON ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT.  Replace worn stencils and missing placards.
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	SECTION 9.  ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND INSPECTION
	M
	MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS.  Wire bundles must be routed in accessible areas that are protected from damage from personnel, cargo, and maintenance activity.  They should not be routed in areas in where they are likely to be used as handholds or as suppor
	GROUP AND BUNDLE TIES.  A wire bundle consists of a quantity of wires fastened or secured together and all traveling in the same direction. Wire bundles may consist of two or more groups of wires. It is often advantageous to have a number of wire groups
	MINIMUM WIRE BEND RADII.  The minimum radii for bends in wire groups or bundles must not be less than 10€times the outside diameter of their largest wire.  They may be bent at six€times their outside diameters at breakouts or six€times the diameter where
	RF cables should not bend on a radius of less than six€times the outside diameter of the cable.
	Care should be taken to avoid sharp bends in wires that have been marked with the hot stamping process.

	SLACK.  Wiring should be installed with sufficient slack so that bundles and individual wires are not under tension.  Wires connected to movable or shock-mounted equipment should have sufficient length to allow full travel without tension on the bundle.
	Permit replacement of terminals.
	Prevent mechanical strain on wires.
	Permit shifting of equipment for maintenance purposes.

	POWER FEEDERS.  The power feeder wires should be routed so that they can be easily inspected or replaced.  They must be given special protection to prevent potential chafing against other wiring, aircraft structure, or components.
	RF CABLE.  All wiring needs to be protected from damage.  However, coaxial and triaxial cables are particularly vulnerable to certain types of damage.  Personnel should exercise care while handling or working around coaxial.  Coaxial damage can occur whe
	PRECAUTIONS.
	Never kink coaxial cable.
	Never drop anything on coaxial cable.
	Never step on coaxial cable.
	Never bend coaxial cable sharply.
	Never loop coaxial cable tighter than the allowable bend radius.
	Never pull on coaxial cable except in a straight line.
	Never use coaxial cable for a handle, lean on it, or hang things on it (or any other wire).

	MOISTURE PROTECTION, WHEEL WELLS, AND LANDING GEAR AREAS.
	Wires located on landing gear and in the wheel well area can be exposed to many hazardous conditions if not suitably protected.  Where wire bundles pass flex points, there must not be any strain on attachments or excessive slack when parts are fully exte
	Wires should be routed so that fluids drain away from the connectors.  When this is not practicable, connectors must be potted.  Wiring which must be routed in wheel wells or other external areas must be given extra protection in the form of harness jack

	PROTECTION AGAINST PERSONNEL AND CARGO. Wiring must be installed so the structure affords protection against its use as a handhold and damage from cargo. Where the structure does not afford adequate protection, conduit must be used, or a suitable mechani
	HEAT PRECAUTIONS.  Wiring must be routed away from high-temperature equipment and lines to prevent deterioration of insulation.  Wires must be rated (reference paragraph€11˚66 and€11˚67) so that the conductor temperature remains within the wire specifica
	MOVABLE CONTROLS WIRING PRECAUTIONS.  Clamping of wires routed near movable flight controls must be attached with steel hardware and must be spaced so that failure of a single attachment point can not result in interference with controls.  The minimum se
	FLAMMABLE FLUIDS AND GASES.  An arcing fault between an electrical wire and a metallic flammable fluid line may puncture the line and result in a fire.  Every effort must be made to avoid this hazard by physical separation of the wire from lines and equi
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	SECTION 10.  SERVICE LOOP HARNESSES (Plastic Tie Strips)
	GENERAL.  The primary function of a service loop harness is to provide ease of maintenance.  The components, mounted in the instrument panel and on the lower console and other equipment that must be moved to access electrical connectors, are connected to
	SUPPORT.  Only string ties or plastic cable straps in accordance with paragraph€11˚158 should be used on service loop harnesses.  A€90( or “Y”€type spot tie should be  installed at the harness breakout point on the harness bundle.  Ties should be  instal
	ANTI-CHAFING MATERIAL.  When service loops are likely to be in contact with each other, expandable sleeving or equivalent chafe protection jacket material must be installed over service loop harnesses to prevent harness-to-harness chafing.  The sleeve sh
	STRAIN RELIEF.  The strain relief components may be installed to control routing where close clearance exists between termination and other components or bulkheads.  Strain relief components provide support of the service loop harness at the termination
	“SERVICE LOOP.”  Primary support for service loop harness(es) should be a cushion clamp and a connector at the harness termination.  Service loop harnesses should be inspected for the following:
	Adequate Length.  Components should extend out from their mounting position a distance that permits rotating and unlocking (or locking) the electrical connector.  Usually a distance of 3€to 6€inches, with all other components installed, should be  suffic
	Bundle BreakOut Point.
	Bundle breakout point should be adequately supported with string tie.
	Service loop must maintain a minimum bend radius of 3€times the harness diameter.
	The breakout point should be located directly behind, beside, below, or above the component so that the service loop harness does not bind other components.
	Plastic ties should not be used between the service loop breakout and the electrical connector when they are likely to chafe against adjacent wire.

	Service Loop Routing.  The service loop harness should be routed directly from the breakout point to the component.  The harness should not contact moving mechanical components or linkage, and should not be wrapped or tangled with other service loop harn
	Service Loop Harness Termination.  Strain relief should be provided at the service loop harness termination, and is normally provided by the connector manufacturer’s backshell, heat-shrinkable boot, or tubing.
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	SECTION 11.  CLAMPING
	GENERAL.  Wires and wire bundles must be supported by using clamps meeting Specification MS˚21919, or plastic cable straps in accessible areas if correctly applied within the restrictions of paragraph€11˚158.  Clamps and other primary support devices mus
	Clamps on wire bundles should not allow the bundle to move through the clamp when a slight axial pull is applied.  Clamps on RF cables must fit without crushing and must be snug enough to prevent the cable from moving freely through the clamp, but may al
	that they are unlikely to rotate as the result of wire bundle weight or wire bundle chafing.  (See figure€11˚11.).
	Clamps lined with nonmetallic material should be used to support the wire bundle along the run.  Tying may be used between clamps, but should not be considered as a substitute for adequate clamping.  Adhesive tapes are subject to age deterioration and, t
	The back of the clamp, whenever practical, should be rested against a structural member.  Stand˚offs should be used to maintain clearance between the wires and the structure.  Clamps must be installed in such a manner that the electrical wires do not com
	When wire bundle is clamped into position, if there is less than 3/8˚inch clearance between the bulkhead cutout and the wire bundle, a suitable grommet should be installed as indicated in figure€11˚14.  The grommet may be cut at a 45€degree angle to faci

	WIRE AND CABLE CLAMPS INSPECTION.  Inspect wire and cable clamps for proper tightness.  Where cables pass through structure or bulkheads, inspect for proper clamping and grommets.  Inspect for sufficient slack between the last clamp and
	the electronic equipment to prevent strain at the cable terminals and to minimize adverse effects on shock-mounted equipment.
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	SECTION 12.  WIRE INSULATION AND LACING STRING TIE
	G
	GENERAL.  Insulation of wires should be appropriately chosen in accordance with the environmental characteristics of wire routing areas.  Routing of wires with dissimilar insulation, within the same bundle, is not recommended, particularly when relative
	INSULATION MATERIALS.  Insulating materials should be selected for the best combination of characteristics in the following categories:
	Abrasion resistance.
	Arc resistance (noncarbon tracking).
	Corrosion resistance.
	Cut-through strength.
	Dielectric strength.
	Flame resistance.
	Heat distortion temperature.
	Impact strength.
	Mechanical strength.
	Resistance to fluids.
	Resistance to notch propagation.
	Smoke emission.
	Special properties unique to the �aircraft.
	For a more complete selection of insulated wires refer to SAE AS 4372 Aerospace Wire Performance Requirement and SAE AS€4373 Test Methods for Aerospace Wire.

	STRIPPING INSULATION.
	Make sure all cutting tools used for stripping are sharp.
	When using special wire stripping tools, adjust the tool to avoid nicking, cutting,
	Damage to wires should not exceed the limits specified in table€11˚13.
	When performing the stripping operation, remove no more insulation than is necessary.

	LACING AND TIES.  Ties, lacing, and straps are used to secure wire groups or bundles to provide ease of maintenance, inspection, and installation.  Braided lacing tape per MIL˚T˚43435 is suitable for lacing and tying wires.  In lieu of applying ties, str
	Lacing.  Lace wire groups or bundles inside junction boxes or other enclosures.  Single cord-lacing method, shown in figure€11˚15, and tying tape, meeting specification MIL˚T˚43435, may be used for wire groups of bundles 1-inch in diameter or less.  The
	Tying.  Use wire group or bundle ties where the supports for the wire are more than �12€inches apart.  A tie consists of a clove hitch, around the wire group or bundle, secured by a square knot as shown in figure€11˚17.
	Plastic Ties.  Refer to Paragraph€11˚220 and table 11-21.

	INSULATION TAPE.  Insulation tape should be of a type suitable for the application, or as specified for that particular use.  Insulation tape should be used primarily as a filler under clamps and as secondary support.  Nonadhesive tape may be used to wra
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	SECTION 13.  SPLICING.
	GENERAL.  Splicing is permitted on wiring as long as it does not affect the reliability and the electromechanical characteristics of the wiring.  Splicing of power wires, coaxial cables, multiplex bus, and large gauge wire must have approved data.
	Splicing of electrical wire should be kept to a minimum and avoided entirely in locations subject to extreme vibrations.  Splicing of individual wires in a group or bundle should have engineering approval and the splice(s) should be located to allow peri
	Many types of aircraft splice connectors are available for use when splicing individual wires.  Use of a self-insulated splice connector is preferred; however, a noninsulated splice connector may be used provided the splice is covered with plastic sleevi
	There should not be more than one splice in any one wire segment between any two connectors or other disconnect points, except; when attaching to the spare pigtail lead of a potted connector, to splice multiple wires to a single wire, to adjust wire size
	Splices in bundles must be staggered so as to minimize any increase in the size of the bundle, preventing the bundle from fitting into its designated space, or cause congestion that will adversely affect maintenance.  (See figure€11˚18.)
	Splices should not be used within 12€inches of a termination device, except for paragraph€f below.
	Splices may be used within 12€inches of a termination device when attaching to the pigtail spare lead of a potted termination device, or to splice multiple wires to a single wire, or to adjust the wire sizes so that they are compatible with the contact c
	Selection of proper crimping tool, refer to paragraph 11-178.
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	SECTION 14.  TERMINAL REPAIRS
	G
	GENERAL.  Terminals are attached to the ends of electrical wires to facilitate connection of the wires to terminal strips or items of equipment.  The tensile strength of the wire-to-terminal joint should be at least equivalent to the tensile strength of
	Selection of Wire Terminals.  The following should be considered in the selection of wire terminals.
	Current rating.
	Wire size (gauge) and insulation �diameter.
	Conductor material compatibility.
	Stud size.
	Insulation material compatibility.
	Application environment.
	Solder/solderless.

	Terminal Strips.  Wires are usually joined at terminal strips.   A terminal strip fitted with barriers should be used to prevent the terminals on adjacent studs from contacting each other.  Studs should be anchored against rotation.  When more than four
	Terminal Lugs.  Wire terminal lugs should be used to connect wiring to terminal block studs or equipment terminal studs.  No more than four terminal lugs or three terminal lugs and a bus bar should be connected to any one stud.  Total number of terminal
	diameter should be placed on the bottom and the smallest diameter on top. Tightening terminal connections should not deform the terminal lugs or the studs.  Terminal lugs should be so positioned that bending of the terminal lug is not required to remove
	Copper Terminal Lugs.  Solderless crimp style, copper wire, terminal lugs should be used and conform to MIL˚T˚7928.  Spacers or washers should not be used  between the tongues of terminal lugs.
	Aluminum Terminal Lugs.  The aluminum terminal lugs conforming to MIL˚T˚7099 (MS˚25435, MS˚25436, MS˚25437, and MS˚25438) should be crimped to aluminum wire only.  The tongue of the aluminum terminal lugs or the total number of tongues of aluminum termin
	Class€2 Terminal Lugs.  The Class€2 terminal lugs conforming to MIL˚T˚7928 may be used for installation, provided that in such installations, Class€1 terminal lugs are adequate for replacement without rework of installation or terminal lugs.  Class€2 ter
	Class€1€terminal lugs to be used for service replacement of any Class€2 terminal lugs installed.
	Termination of Shielded Wire.  For termination of shielded wire refer to MIL˚DTL˚27500.

	ATTACHMENT OF TERMINALS TO STUDS. Connectors and terminals in aircraft require special attention to ensure a safe and satisfactory installation. Every possibility of short circuits, due to misinstallation, poor maintenance, and service life, should be ad
	STUDS AND INSULATORS.  The following recommendations concerning studs also apply to other feed-through conductors.
	Current Carrying Stud Resistance.  Due to heat loss arising from wire-to-lug and lug-to-stud voltage drop, the resistance per unit length of a current carrying stud should not be greater than that of the wire.
	Size of Studs.  In designing the stud for a feed-through connection, attention should be given to the higher resistance of brass, as compared to copper.  A suggested method of determining the size is to use a current density in the stud equivalent to tha
	Support for Studs.  The main stud support in the feed-through insulation should be independent of the attachment of the lugs to the stud.  Therefore, loosening of the insulation support of the stud will not affect the electric contact efficiency.  In oth
	Support of Wire at Studs.  Unless some other positive locking action is provided, the lug or wire should be supported next to the stud to prevent loosening the connection with a side pull on the wire.  Torque recommendations for attaching electrical wiri
	Feed-Through Insulator and Stud Design.  Feed-through insulator design should be such as to prevent a loose insulator from failing to provide circuit isolation.  It should not be able to move from between the stud and the structure, thus allowing the two

	WIRE TERMINALS AND BINDING POSTS.  All wire terminals in or on electrical equipment, except case ground, must be firmly held together with two nuts or suitable locking provisions, or should be secured in a positive manner to equipment in such a way that
	CRIMP ON TERMINAL LUGS AND SPLICES  (pre˚insulated crimp type).  The crimp on terminal lugs and splices must be installed using a high quality ratchet-type, crimping tool.  We recommend the use of the proper calibrated tool.  Aircraft quality crimp tools
	Hand, portable, and stationary power tools are available for crimping terminal lugs.  These tools crimp the barrel to the conductor, and simultaneously from the insulation support to the wire insulation.
	Crimp tools must be carefully inspected:
	Insure that the full cycle ratchet mechanism is tamper-proof so that it cannot be disengaged prior to or during the crimp cycle.
	If the tool does not function or faults are found, reject the tool and send the tool to be repaired.
	The tool calibration and adjustments are make only by the manufacturer or an approved calibration laboratory.
	Suitable gages of the Go/No€Go type are available and shall be used prior to
	any crimping operation and whenever possible during operation to ensure crimp dimensions.


	LOCK WASHERS FOR TERMINALS ON EQUIPMENT.  Where locknuts are used to ensure binding and locking of electrical terminals, they should be of the all metal type.  In addition, a spring lock washer of suitable thickness may be installed under the nut to ensu
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	SECTION 15.  GROUNDING AND BONDING
	G
	GENERAL.  One of the more important factors in the design and maintenance of aircraft electrical systems is proper bonding and grounding.  Inadequate bonding or grounding can lead to unreliable operation of systems, e.g., EMI, electrostatic discharge dam
	GROUNDING.  Grounding is the process of electrically connecting conductive objects to either a conductive structure or some other conductive return path for the purpose of safely completing either a normal or fault circuit.
	Types of Grounding.  If wires carrying return currents from different types of sources, such as signals of DC and AC generators, are connected to the same ground point or have a common connection in the return paths, an interaction of the currents will o
	ground return should be labeled “ac Right”.  The return currents for the left generator should be connected to a ground point labeled “ac Left”
	Current Return Paths.  The design of the ground return circuit should be given as much attention as the other leads of a circuit.  A requirement for proper ground connections is that they maintain an impedance that is essentially constant.  Ground return
	Heavy-Current Grounds.  Power ground connections, for generators, transformer rectifiers, batteries, external power receptacles, and other heavy-current, loads must be attached to individual grounding brackets that are attached to aircraft structure with
	in order to minimize susceptibility to loosening under vibration.  If the structure is fabricated of a material such as carbon fiber composite (CFC), which has a higher resistivity than aluminum or copper, it will be necessary to provide an alternative g
	Current Return Paths for Internally Grounded Equipment.  Power return or fault current ground connections within flammable vapor areas must be avoided. If they must be made, make sure these connections will not arc, spark, or overheat under all possible
	Common Ground Connections.  The use of common ground connections for more than one circuit or function should be avoided except where it can be shown that related malfunctions that could affect more than one circuit will not result in a hazardous conditi
	Redundant systems are normally provided with the objective of assuring continued safe operation in the event of failure of a single channel and must therefore be grounded at well separated points.  To avoid construction or maintenance errors that result
	The use of loop type grounding systems (several ground leads connected in series with a ground to structure at each end) must be avoided on redundant systems, because the loss of either ground path will remain undetected, leaving both systems, with a pot
	Electrical power sources must be grounded at separate locations on the aircraft structure.  The loss of multiple sources of electrical power, as the result of corrosion of a ground connection or failure of the related fasteners, may result in the loss of
	Bonds to thermally or vibration-isolated structure require special consideration to avoid single ground return to primary structure.
	The effect of the interconnection of the circuits when ungrounded should be considered whenever a common ground connection is used.  This is particularly important when employing terminal junction grounding modules or other types of gang grounds that hav

	Grounds for Sensitive Circuits.  Special consideration should be given to grounds for sensitive circuits.  For example:
	Grounding of a signal circuit through a power current lead introduces power current return voltage drop into the signal circuit.
	Running power wires too close will cause signal interference.
	Separately grounding two components of a transducer system may introduce ground plane voltage variations into the system.
	Single point grounds for signal circuits, with such grounds being at the signal source, are often a good way to minimize the effects of EMI, lightning, and other sources of interference.


	BONDING.  The following bonding requirements must be considered:
	Equipment Bonding.  Low-impedance paths to aircraft structure are normally required for electronic equipment to provide radio frequency return circuits and for most electrical equipment to facilitate reduction in EMI.  The cases of components which produ
	Metallic Surface Bonding.  All conducting objects on the exterior of the airframe must be electrically connected to the airframe through mechanical joints, conductive hinges, or bond straps capable of conducting static charges and lightning strikes.  Exc
	Static Bonds.  All isolated conducting parts inside and outside the aircraft, having an area greater than 3€in2 and a linear dimension over 3€inches, that are subjected to appreciable electrostatic charging due to precipitation, fluid, or air in motion,

	BONDING INSPECTION.  Inspect for the following:
	If there is evidence of electrical arcing, check for intermittent electrical contact between conducting surfaces, that may become a part of a ground plane or a current path.  Arcing can be prevented either by bonding, or by insulation if bonding is not n
	The metallic conduit should be bonded to the aircraft structure at each terminating and break point.  The conduit bonding strap should be located ahead of the piece of equipment that is connected to the cable wire inside the conduit.
	Bond connections should be secure and free from corrosion.
	Bonding jumpers should be installed in such a manner as not to interfere in any way with the operation of movable components of the aircraft.
	Self-tapping screws should not be used for bonding purposes.  Only standard threaded screws or bolts of appropriate size should be used.
	Exposed conducting frames or parts of electrical or electronic equipment should have a low resistance bond of less than 2.5€millohms to structure.  If the equipment design includes a ground terminal or pin, which is internally connected to such exposed p
	Bonds should be attached directly to the basic aircraft structure rather than through other bonded parts.
	Bonds must be installed to ensure that the structure and equipment are electrically stable and free from the hazards of lightning, static discharge, electrical shock, etc.  To �ensure proper operation and suppression of radio interference from hazards, e
	Use of bonding testers is strongly recommended.
	Measurements should be performed after the grounding and bonding mechanical connections are complete to determine if the measured resistance values meet the basic requirements.  A high quality test instrument (AN AN/USM-21A or equivalent) is required to
	Use appropriate washers when bonding aluminum or copper to dissimilar metallic structures so that any corrosion that may occur will be on the washer.
	B

	BONDING JUMPER INSTALLATIONS.  Bonding jumpers should be made as short as practicable, and installed  in such a manner that the resistance of each connection does not exceed .003€ohm.  The jumper should not interfere with the operation of movable aircraf
	Bonding Connections.  To ensure a low-resistance connection, nonconducting finishes, such as paint and anodizing films, should be removed from the attachment surface to be contacted by the bonding terminal.  On aluminum surfaces, a suitable conductive ch
	Corrosion Protection.  One of the more frequent causes of failures in electrical system bonding and grounding is corrosion.  Aircraft operating near salt water are particularly vulnerable to this failure mode.  Because bonding and grounding connections m
	Corrosion Prevention.  Electrolytic action may rapidly corrode a bonding connection if suitable precautions are not taken.  Aluminum alloy jumpers are recommended for most cases; however, copper jumpers should be used to bond together parts made of stain
	Bonding Jumper Attachment.  The use of solder to attach bonding jumpers should be avoided.  Tubular members should be bonded by means of clamps to which the jumper is attached.  Proper choice of clamp material should minimize the probability of corrosion
	Ground Return Connection.  When bonding jumpers carry substantial ground return current, the current rating of the jumper should be determined to be  adequate and that a negligible voltage drop is produced.

	CREEPAGE DISTANCE.  Care should be used in the selection of electrical components to ensure that electrical clearance and creepage distance along surfaces between adjacent terminals, at different potentials, and between these terminals and adjacent groun
	
	
	
	
	Table 11-14. Stud bonding or grounding to flat surface.





	FUEL SYSTEMS.  Small metallic objects within an aircraft fuel tank, that are not part of the tank structure, should be electrically bonded to the structure so as to dissipate static charges that may otherwise accumulate on these objects.  A practical bon
	ELECTRIC SHOCK PREVENTION BONDING.  Electric shock to personnel should be prevented by providing a low resistance path of 1/100€ohm or less between structure and metallic conduits or equipment. The allowable ground resistance should be such that the elec
	LIGHTNING€PROTECTION BONDING.  Electrical bonding is frequently required for lightning protection of aircraft and systems, especially to facilitate safe conduction of lightning currents through the airframe.  Most of this bonding is achieved through norm
	Control Surface Lightning Protection Bonding.  Control surface bonding is intended to prevent the burning of hinges on a surface that receives a lightning strike; thus causing possible loss of control.  To accomplish this bonding, control surfaces and fl
	Control Cable Lightning Protection Bonding.  To prevent damage to the control system or injury to flight personnel due to lightning strike, cables and levers coming from each control surface should be protected by one or more bonding jumpers located as c

	LIGHTNING€PROTECTION  FOR ANTENNAS AND AIR DATA PROBES.  Antenna and air data probes that are mounted on exterior surfaces within lightning strike zones should be provided with a means to safely transfer lightning currents to the airframe, and to prevent
	STATIC˚DISCHARGE€DEVICE.  Means should be provided to bleed accumulated static charges from aircraft prior to �ground personnel coming in contact with an aircraft after landing.  Normally, there is adequate conductivity in the tires for this, but if not,
	CLEANING.  In order to ensure proper ground connection conductivity, all paint, primer, anodize coating, grease, and other foreign material must be carefully removed from areas that conduct electricity.  On aluminum surfaces, apply chemical surface treat
	HARDWARE ASSEMBLY.  Details of bonding  connections must be described in maintenance manuals and adhered to carefully when connections are removed or replaced during maintenance operations.  In order to avoid corrosion  problems and ensure long-term inte
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	SECTION 16.  WIRE MARKING
	GENERAL.  The proper identification of electrical wires and cables with their  circuits and voltages is necessary to provide safety of operation, safety to maintenance personnel, and ease of maintenance.
	Each wire and cable should be marked with a part number.  It is common practice for wire manufacturers to follow the wire material part number with the five digit/letter C.A.G.E. code identifying the wire manufacturer.  Existing installed wire that needs
	The method of identification should not impair the characteristics of the wiring.

	WIRE IDENTIFICATION.  To facilitate installation and maintenance, original wire-marking identification is to be retained. The wire identification marks should consist of a combination of letters and numbers that identify the wire, the circuit it belongs
	IDENTIFICATION AND INFORMATION RELATED TO THE WIRE AND WIRING DIAGRAMS.  The wire identification marking should consist of similar information to relate the wire to a wiring diagram.
	PLACEMENT OF IDENTIFICATION MARKINGS.  Identification markings should be placed at each end of the wire and at 15˚inch maximum intervals along the length of the wire.  Wires less than 3€inches long need not be identified.  Wires 3€to 7€inches in length s
	Direct marking is accomplished by printing the cable’s outer covering.  (See figure€11˚23.)
	Indirect marking is accomplished by printing a heat-shrinkable sleeve and installing the printed sleeve on the wire or cables outer covering.  Indirect˚marked wire or cable should be identified with printed sleeves at each end and at intervals not longer

	TYPES OF WIRE MARKINGS.  The preferred method is to mark directly on the wire.  A successful requirement qualification should produce markings that meet the marking characteristics specified in MIL-W-5088 or AS50881A without causing insulation degradatio
	Extreme care must, therefore, be taken during circuit identification by a hot stamp machine on insulation wall 10€mils or thinner.
	Alternative identification methods such as “Laser Printing”, “Ink Jet”, and “Dot Matrix” are preferred. When such modern equipment is not available, the use of stamped identification sleeving should be considered on insulation wall thickness of 10€mils o

	HOT STAMP MARKING. Due to widespread use of hot stamp wire marking, personnel should refer to SAE ARP5369, Guidelines for Wire Identification Marking using the Hot Stamp Process, for guidance on minimizing insulation damage.  Hot stamp process uses a hea
	contour of the wire, are heated to the desired temperature.  Wire is pulled through a channel directly underneath the characters.  The heat of the type set characters transfers the ink from the marking foil onto the wire.
	Good marking is obtained only by the proper combination of temperature, pressure, and dwelling.  Hot stamp will mark wire with an outside diameter of 0.038 to 0.25˚inch.
	b.	Before producing hot stamp wire, it must be assured that the marking machine is properly adjusted to provide the best wire marking with the least wire insulation deterioration.  The marking should never create an indent greater than 10€percent of the

	DOT MATRIX MARKING.  The dot matrix marking is imprinted onto the wire or cable very similar to that of a dot matrix computer printer.  The wire must go through a cleaning process to make sure it is clean and dry for the ink to adhere.  Wires marked with
	pending on equipment configuration, dot matrix can mark wire from 0.037€to 0.5˚inch outside diameter.  Multi-conductor cable can also be marked.
	INK JET MARKING.  This is a “non-impact” marking method wherein ink droplets are electrically charged and then directed onto the moving wire to form the characters.  Two basic ink types are available: thermal cure and UV cure.
	Thermal cure inks must generally be heated in an oven for a length of time after marking to obtain their durability.  UV cure inks are cured in line much like dot matrix.
	Ink jet marks the wire on the fly and makes a reasonably durable and legible mark without damaging the insulation.  Ink jets normally mark wire from 0.030€to 0.25˚inch outside diameter.  Multiconductor cable can also be marked.

	LASER MARKING.  Of the variety of laser marking machines, UV lasers are proving to be the best.  This method marks into the surface of the wire’s insulation without degradation to its performance.  One common type of UV laser is referred to as an excimer
	IDENTIFICATION SLEEVES.
	Unjacketed shielded wire.
	Thermocouple wire identification is normally accomplished by means of identification sleeves.  As the thermocouple wire is usually of the duplex type (two insulated wires within the same casing), each wire at the termination point bears the full name of
	Coaxial cable should not be hot stamped directly.  When marking coaxial cable, care should be taken not to deform the cable as this may change the electrical characteristics of the cable.  When cables cannot be printed directly, they should be identified
	Multiconductor cable normally use identification sleeves for identifying unshielded, unjacketed cable.
	High-temperature wire with insulation is difficult to mark (such as Teflon and fiberglass).

	IDENTIFICATION TAPE.  Identification tape can be used in place of sleeving, in most cases (i.e. polyvinylfluoride).
	OPERATING CONDITIONS.  For sleeving exposed to high temperatures (over 400€(F), materials such as silicone fiberglass should be used.
	INSTALLATION OF PRINTED SLEEVES.  Polyolefin sleeving should be used in areas where resistance to solvent and synthetic hydraulic fluids is necessary.  Sleeves may be secured in place with cable ties or by heat shrinking.  The identification sleeving for
	IDENTIFICATION OF WIRE BUNDLES AND HARNESSES.  The identification of wire bundles and harnesses is becoming a common practice and may be accomplished by the use of a marked sleeve tied in place or by the use of pressure-sensitive tape as indicated in fig
	Wires for which identifications are reassigned after installation, may be remarked on sleeves at the termination of each wire segment. It may be necessary to reidentify such wires throughout their lengths to facilitate ease of maintenance.
	For high-density harnessed, shielded, and jacketed multiconductor cables and when using nonsignificant wire identification, color coding or its alphanumeric equivalent may be interchanged within the same harnesses.  The alphanumeric equivalent of the col

	TERMINAL€MARKING SLEEVE AND TAGS.  Typical cable markers are flat, nonheat-shrinkable tags.  Heat-shrinkable marking sleeves are available for marking wires and cables, and should be inserted over the proper wire or cable and heat-shrunk using the proper
	SLEEVES AND CABLE MARKERS SELECTION.  Sleeves and cable markers must be selected by cable size and operating conditions.  (See tables€11˚18 through€11˚21).
	Markers are printed using a typewriter with a modified roller.  Blank markers on a bandolier are fed into the typewriter, where they are marked in any desired combination of characters.  The typed markers, still on bandoliers, are heated in an infrared h
	Markers are normally installed using the following procedure:
	Select the smallest tie-down strap that will accommodate the outside diameter of the cable. (See table 11-22.)
	Cut the marking plate from the bandolier. (See figure 11-28.)
	Thread the tie-down straps through holes in marking plate and around cable. Thread tip of tie-down strap through slot in head.  (See figure€11˚29.)  Pull tip until strap is snug around cable.
	
	
	Table 11-19. Selection table for thin-wall sleeves.
	Table 11-20. Selection table for high-temperature sleeves.
	Table 11-21. Selection table for cable markers.



	S
	Select the applicable installation tool and move the tension setting to the correct position.  (See figure€11˚30.)
	Slide tip of strap into opening in the installation tool nose piece.  (See figure€11˚30.)
	Keeping tool against head of tie-down strap, ensure gripper engages tie-down strap, and squeeze trigger of installation tool until strap installation is completed as shown in figure€11˚31.


	TEMPORARY WIRE AND CABLE MARKING PROCEDURE.  A temporary wire marking procedure follows but should be used only with caution and with plans for future permanence.  (See figure€11˚32.)
	With a pen or a typewriter, write wire number on good quality white split insulation sleeve.
	Trim excess white insulation sleeve, leaving just enough for one wrap around wire to be marked, with number fully visible.
	Position marked white insulation sleeve on wire so that shielding, ties, clamps, or  supporting devices need not be removed to read the number.
	Obtain clear plastic sleeve that is long enough to extend 1/4€inch past white insulation sleeve marker edges and wide enough to overlap itself when wrapped around white insulation and wire.
	Slit clear sleeve lengthwise and place around marker and wire.
	Secure each end of clear sleeve with lacing tape spot tie to prevent loosening of sleeve.

	MARKER SLEEVE INSTLATION AFTER PRINTING.  The following general procedures apply:
	Hold marker, printed side up, and press end of wire on lip of sleeve to open sleeve.  (See figure€11˚33.)
	If wire has been stripped, use a scrap piece of unstripped wire to open the end of the marker.
	Push sleeve onto wire with a gentle twisting motion.
	Shrink marker  sleeve, using heat gun with shrink tubing attachment.  (See figure€11˚34.)
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	SECTION 17.  CONNECTORS
	GENERAL. There is a multitude of types of connectors.  Crimped contacts are generally used.  Some of the more common are the round cannon type, the rectangular, and the module blocks. Environmental-resistant connectors should be used in applications subj
	SELECTION. .  Connectors should be selected to provide the maximum degree of safety and reliability considering electrical and environmental requirements.  Consider the size, weight, tooling, logistic, maintenance support, and compatibility with standard
	TYPES OF CONNECTORS.  Connectors must be identified by an original identification number derived from MIL Specification (MS) or OAM specification.  Figure€11˚35 provides some examples of MS connector types.  Several different types are shown in figures€1
	Environmental Classes.  Environment-resistant connectors are used in applications where they will probably be subjected to fluids, vibration, thermal, mechanical shock, corrosive elements, etc.  Firewall class connectors incorporating these same features
	Rectangular Connectors.  The rectangular connectors are typically used in applications where a very large number of circuits are  accommodated in a single mated pair.  They are available with a great variety of contacts, which can include a mix of standa
	Module Blocks.  These junctions accept crimped contacts similar to those on connectors.  Some use internal busing to provide a variety of circuit arrangements.  They are useful where a number of wires are connected for power or signal distribution.

	VOLTAGE AND CURRENT RATING.  Selected connectors must be rated for continuous operation under the maximum combination of ambient temperature and circuit current load.  Hermetic connectors and connectors used in circuit applications involving high-inrush
	SPARE CONTACTS (Future Wiring).  To accommodate future wiring additions, spare contacts are normally provided.  Locating the unwired contacts along the outer part of the connector facilitates future access.  A good practice is to provide:  Two spares on
	INSTALLATION.
	Redundancy.  Wires that perform the same function in  redundant systems must be routed through separate connectors.  On systems critical to flight safety, system operation wiring should be routed through separate connectors from the wiring used for syste
	Adjacent Locations.  Mating of adjacent connectors should not be possible.  In order to ensure this, adjacent connector pairs must be different in shell size, coupling means, insert arrangement, or keying arrangement.  When such means are impractical, wi
	Sealing.  Connectors must be of a type that exclude moisture entry through the use of peripheral and interfacial seal that are compressed when the connector is mated.  Moisture entry through the rear of the connector must be avoided by correctly matching
	Drainage.  Connectors must be installed in a manner which ensures that moisture and fluids will drain out of and not into the connector when unmated.  Wiring must be routed so that moisture accumulated on the bundle will drain away from connectors.  When
	Wire Support.  A rear accessory backshell must be used on connectors that are not enclosed.  Connectors having very small size wiring, or are subject to frequent maintenance activity, or located in high-vibration areas must be provided with a strain-reli
	Slack.  Sufficient wire length must be provided at connectors to ensure a proper drip loop and that there is no strain on termination after a complete replacement of the connector and its contacts.
	Identification.  Each connector should have a reference identification that is legible throughout the expected life of the aircraft.

	FEED-THROUGH BULKHEAD WIRE PROTECTION.  Feed-through bushing protection should be given to wire bundles which pass through bulkheads, frames, and other similar structure.  Feed-through bushings of hard dielectric material are satisfactory.  The use of sp
	SPECIAL PURPOSE CONNECTOR.  Many special-purpose connectors have been designed for use in aircraft applications, such as: subminiature connector, rectangular shell connector, connectors with short body shells, or connector of split-shell construction use
	POTTING COMPOUNDS.  Many types of potting compounds, both commercial and per military specifications, are available and offer various characteristics for different applications.  Carefully consider the characteristics desired to ensure the use of the pro
	Potting compounds meeting Specification MIL˚S˚8516 are prepared in ready-to-use tube-type dispensers and in the unmixed state, consisting of the base compound and an accelerator packed in paired containers. To obtain the proper results, it is important t
	Potting compounds normally cure at temperatures of 70€?F€to€76€?F.  If the mixed compound is not used at once, the working pot life (normally 90€minutes) can be prolonged by storing in a deep freeze at -20€?F for a maximum of 36€hours. The time factor st
	Mixed compounds that are not to be used immediately should be cooled and thawed quickly to avoid wasting the short working life.  Chilled compounds should be thawed by blowing compressed air over the outside of the container.  Normally the compound will

	POTTING CONNECTORS.
	Connectors specifically designed for potting compounds should be potted to provide environment resistance.  An o-ring or sealed gasket should be included to seal the interface area of the mated connector.  A plastic potting mold, that remains on the conn
	Connect wires to all contacts of the connector prior to the application of the potting compound.  Wires that are not to be used should be long enough to permit splicing at a later date.  Unused wires should be as shown in figure€11˚38 and the cut ends ca

	THROUGH BOLTS.  Through bolts are sometimes used to make feeder connections through bulkheads, fuselage skin, or firewalls.  Mounting plates for through bolts must be a material that provides the necessary fire barrier, insulation, and thermal properties
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	SECTION 18. CONDUITS
	GENERAL.  Conduit is manufactured in metallic and nonmetallic materials and in both rigid and flexible forms.  Primarily, its purpose is for mechanical protection of cables or wires.  Conduit should be inspected for: proper end fittings; absence of abras
	SIZE OF CONDUIT.  Conduit size should be selected for a specific wire bundle application to allow for ease in maintenance, and possible future circuit expansion, by specifying the conduit inner diameter (I.D.) about 25€percent larger than the maximum dia
	CONDUIT FITTINGS.  Wire is vulnerable to abrasion at conduit ends.  Suitable fittings should be affixed to conduit ends in such a manner that a smooth surface comes in contact with the wire. When fittings are not used,  the end of the conduit should be f
	CONDUIT INSTALLATION.
	Do not locate conduit where passengers or maintenance personnel might use it as a handhold or footstep.
	Provide drainholes at the lowest point in a conduit run. Drilling burrs should be carefully removed.
	Support conduit to prevent chafing against structure and to avoid stressing its end fittings.

	RIGID CONDUIT.  Conduit sections that have been damaged should be repaired to preclude injury to the wires or wire bundle which may consume as much as 80€percent of the tube area.  Minimum acceptable tube bend radii for rigid conduit are shown in table€1
	
	
	
	
	Table 11-23. Bend radii for rigid conduit.





	F
	FLEXIBLE CONDUIT.  Flexible aluminum conduit conforming to Specification MIL˚C˚6136 is available in two types:  Type€I, Bare Flexible Conduit, and Type€II, Rubber Covered Flexible Conduit.  Flexible brass conduit conforming to Specification MIL˚C˚7931 is
	
	
	
	
	Table 11-24. Minimum bending radii for flexible aluminum or brass conduit.
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	SECTION 19.  UNUSED CONNECTORS AND UNUSED WIRES
	G
	GENERAL.  Connectors may have one or more contact cavities that are not used.  Depending on the connector installation, unused connector contact cavities may need to be properly sealed to avoid damage to the connector, or have string wire installed.  Unu
	QUICK REFERENCE CHART.  A quick reference chart of unused connector contact cavity requirements is given in table€11˚25.  These requirements apply to harness manufacturing or connector replacement only.
	UNPRESSURIZED AREA CONNECTORS.  Connectors may be installed in unpressurized areas of the aircraft.  Unused connector contact cavities installed in unpressurized areas should be properly sealed as follows:
	Firewall Connectors Installations.  Firewall unused connector contact cavities should be filled with spare contacts and stub wires.  (See figure€11˚39.)
	Construct stub wires using high temperature wire (260€(C).  Ensure that stub wires are of the same type of wires in the bundle.
	Crimp the proper contact, for the connector and cavity being used, onto the wire.  Install the crimped contact into the unused cavity.
	Extend stub wires beyond the back of the connector clamp from 1.5€to 6€inches. Feather trim stub wires to taper wire bundle.
	Secure wire ends with high tem

	Non-firewall Connector Installations.  In this type of installation all unused connector cavities must also be filled with spare contacts.  It is not required, however, to crimp stub wires on filling contacts.

	PRESSURIZED AREAS.  Connectors installed in pressurized areas of the aircraft may be divided into two main installation categories, sealed and unsealed.
	Sealed connector installations.  Sealed connectors installed in pressurized areas must have their unused contact cavities filled with Teflon sealing plugs or rods.  (See figure€11˚40.)  Installation of spare contacts is optional, except for future wiring
	Unsealed Connector Installations.  It is not required to fill unused contact cavities of unsealed connectors installed in pressurized areas with Teflon sealing plugs or rods.  Installation of spare contacts is optional, except for future wiring addition
	
	
	
	Table 11-25. Contact cavity sealing-quick reference.
	Table 11-26. Sealing rod  dimensions.
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	SECTION 20.  ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC SYMBOLS
	GENERAL.  The electrical and electronic symbols shown here are those that are likely to be encountered by the aviation maintenance technician.  They are in accordance with ANSI-Y32.2-1975.
	SYMBOLS.  Only those symbols associated with aircraft electrical and electronic wiring have been listed in general.  Refer to ANSI-Y32.2-1975 for more specific detail on each symbol.
	
	
	
	
	Table 11-27. Electronic/Electrical Symbols.
	Table 11-27. Electronic/Electrical Symbols (continued).
	Table 11-27. Electronic/Electrical Symbols (continued).
	Table 11-27. Electronic/Electrical Symbols (continued).
	Table 11-27. Electronic/Electrical Symbols (continued).
	Table 11-27. Electronic/Electrical Symbols (continued).
	Table 11-27. Electronic/Electrical Symbols (continued).
	Table 11-27. Electronic/Electrical Symbols (continued).
	Table 11-27. Electronic/Electrical Symbols (continued).
	Table 11-27. Electronic/Electrical Symbols (continued).
	Table 11-27. Electronic/Electrical Symbols (continued).
	Table 11-27. Electronic/Electrical Symbols (continued).
	Table 11-27. Electronic/Electrical Symbols (continued).










